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CORRELATION OF TRANSLATION-GLIDING AND STRUCTURE

Tne TneNsLATroN-cLrDrNG DrREcrroN

It is well known that crystals of the NaCl type'reflect infra-red

radiation of certain frequencies exactly as metals reflect ordinary

light; these reflected rays are known as residual rays. In order

to account for the residual rays acco.rding to the electromagnetic

theory it is necessary to assume that crystals contain charged par-

ticles, which calculations show must be of the order of magnitude

of atoms. From this it has been supposed that crystals are built

up of charged atoms, or ions, and that the cohesive crystal forces

are the attractive forces between the unlike charges of the ions.

It is known that the mutual gravitational attraction of particles

is not sufficient to account for the experimental strength of crystals,

but calculations based on ion attraction give values of about the

right order of magnitude.

Frc.7.

A unit cell of the NaCl structural type is shown in figure 7'

The translation d.irection [tTO] may be seen to be a unique kind

of direction in the structure; it is the direction of densest rows of

like ions. Since like ions bear like charges, and unlike ions bear

opposite charges, the general significance of the translation direc-

tion becomes apparent. For since every ion is exactly like any

other of like charge, it is obvious that if any plane of ions contain-

ing this row is displaced in the direction of the row by the distance
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(which may be termed the unit translation-gliding distance) which
separates like ions, the original and final configurations of ions,
and hence charges, will be identical, and all the properties of the
crystal before and after gliding will (ideally) be the same.

While [110] obviously offers at once the simplest and shortest
path for l, there are an infinite number of more complicated direc-
tions which would give the same result, as far as initial and final
states are concerned. For the translation plane (110), the simplest
of these other possible translation directions, namely, [010], may
be ruled out as electrostatically impossible, for at the mid-trans-
lation position, the original configuration of charges across the
translation plane qould be just reversed, plus for minus and minus
for plus. Hence if the normal configuration results in a net attrac-
tion across the translation plane, this mid-translation configura-
tion results in a net repulsion of approximately an equal amount.
An attempt to produce translation in the direction [010], therefore
would be attended. by the strongest repulsion, which would pro-
hibit its production. The same kind of reasoning, less rigorously,
may be applied to any possible direction in the plane (110),
by regarding these planes as composed of alternate rows of plus
and minus charges extending in the direction [110]. Normally,
a plus row is immediately above a minus row. Translation in the
direction [110] maintains this disposition of rows, as such, unal-
tered, but translation in any other direction requires a row to
occupy a position directly above another of like charge at the mid-
translation position, a situation reversing the normal arrangement.
Furthermore, any difference in radii of the two kinds of ions com-
posing the structure makes the path [110] a series of grooves in
(110) along which the slipping movement might be expected to
be guided.

For the translation plane (001), the following analysis of transla-
tion directions wil l be found useful: For I: (001), all directions
have the form [ZfrO] or the equivalent [lzk-O]. When h*k is odd,
translation in any of these directions would bring about the fol-
lowing condition: Considering one part of the crystal as fixed,
the other as undergoing actual gliding, at half the unit translation
distance, every ion in the displaced part occupies a position nor-
mally occupied by one of opposite charge. Hence if the normal
configuration results in net attraction of the two parts of the crystal
across the glide plane (001), the new configuration requires re-
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pulsion across that plane by an approximately equal amount.

Maximum repulsion, thus, opposes translation by these .paths'
For a direction in which h*h is even, the same conditions are

approached, at some time during translation, and the more

closely the more complicated the indices. This leaves the simplest

direction of the type when h*k is even, namely [110]' as least

opposed to gliding, and hence this becomes the translation direc-

tion. Furthermore, any difference in ionic radii of the constituent

ions will make [110] the path requiring least transverse displace.

ment of planes during gliding.
There is a peculiarity about the gliding elements 7:(001)'

t:lh6ol, wherc h*h is even, which will subsequently be shown

to have a bearing on which plane functions as a glide plane' A

glide of half the unit translation-gliding distance in any of these

directions (in actual performance, [110] alone need be cgnsidered)

brings about an arrangement of charges such that every charge

on one side of the glide plane is equally distant and symmetrically
placed with respect to an equal number of Iike and unlike charges

across the glide plane, and there is thus on cohesion across the

glide plane in the mid-translation position.

TrrB TnaNsLATroN-cr-IDTNG PLANE

Galena and altaite glide only along cube planes while the other

crystals glide along both cube and dodecahedron planes, or with

very marked preference to gliding along dodecahedron planes

alone. For a series of crystals of identical structural arrangement'

this behavior seems, at first sight, truly remarkable.
It might be supposed that crystals composed of divalent ions

might glide differently than those composed of monovalent ions,

and that this might possibly account for the unique behavior of

galena and altaite. But the ion charge is, of itself, ruled out of

consideration since the divalent-ion periclase glides in quite the

same manner as do the monovalent ion alkali halcids' and not as

galena and altaite.
The size of the unit cell can, of itself, have no efiect upon the

glide-plane since a change in scale necessarily changes all distances,

and hence coulomb forces, proportionally. This is easily confirmed

by preparing a correlation table between unit cell size and glide

planes. The table indicates lack of correlation.
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Frc. 8. NaCl structural type, as seen looking along translation-gliding direction
[1Iol.

A. Normal ionic configuration.
B. Configuration at half unit translation-gliding distance, 611, 2:(110).
C. Configuration at half unit translation-gliding distance, with ?:(001).

Variation in ease of gliding along difierent planes might supposedly
be ascribed to varying smoothness of these planes and thus be
related to the ratio of the radii of constituent ions. This can best
be illustrated by viewing the structure along the translation direc-
tion [110] (f igure 8,4). Then all possible planes,Z, appear as traces.
In the figure, the ion radii are to scale for MgO. Considering, for
the first approximation, that the ion radii remain sensibly constant
during giiding, it can be seen from figures 8,B and 8C that gliding
along either (110) or (001), respectively, involves lifting the plane
as well as pushing it. The amount of lift, and thus a measure of
the "roughness" of the planes can be calculated.

The amount of lift in gliding along (001) is a function of the
ion radius ratio up to a certain ratio beyond which there is no
lift. Figure 9 shows that in order that the lift be zero, there must
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be no overlap of the larger ions in their normal positions as seen

along [110]. That is,

z):Zx, where r is the radius of the larger ion' (1)

From the geometry oi the NaCI arrangement (fi9. 9),

,:/w;w *n":iu:Ti.i**ii*.'$f" Q)
or, simplifying.

,:^/ + (3)
Substituting the value of z given by (1),

/ 3z.=^y' i , (4)

ort

.=+ / + (s)
Now, the radii of the ions are not independent of each other but,

if the radius of the larger is designated by r, and the smaller by y,

*+r :9 (6)
2

olr

Ac
v : t - " '

Substituting the value of r given by (5),

ao  ao  / 3' zT-T(  T '
Dividing (8) bv (5)

or, nun:erically,

Lro .os .
lt

That is, above an ion radius ratio of 0.63 the (001) planes require

no lift for translation in the direction ,:t110]. Below this ratio,

(.7 )

(8)

(e)
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an increasing lift is required along cube planes, down to a value of
aort

*:- 
n 

, which corresponds to cubic close packing22 for the

larger ions (figure t:r_ 
_:n" i11:"- j:oaration of (001) planes

during gliding is then

Thus the lift is

The normal separation is ao/2.

maximum l i f t  (001)  :  
t11- : ! - :0 . r r2oo.

4 2

For gliding on (110) the maximum separation may be seen
from figure 8.B to be equal to the sum of the radii of the larger and
smaller ions, which is therefore constant, and equal to a6f2.
Figure 10 shows the constant l i ft to be equal to the radius v.

L i f t  ( 110 ) : 1

r r o m  ( / J
z

: oo -oo l7
2 4

:0 . I47 oo.

That is to say, the lift required for translation along (110) is
always constant and equal to 0.I47 an; the l ift required atong (001)
varies with the ion radius ratio. For all ratios, however, the lift
in gliding along (001) is less than for (110), and is zero for values
of the radius ratio greater than 0.63.

u Below this ratio, the NaCl type of structure is impossible

(10)

(  11)

(t2)

Frc. 10.
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Since lift is more or less analogous to friction, it might be sup-

values of ion radii:

Cnvsur, Remus
or'

Cerror.t

RADrus /RADrus or CnrroN\TnlrsulnoN 
pr-Awes

ff"- \*^"*t"*^,,* /

NH4r  1 .43  2 .2O .650 (110)  ?

KI
Mgo
NaCI
NaBr
NaI

Theoretical smooth plane ratio 0'63

1.33  2 .20  .604 (110)  (001)

0 . 7 8  1 . 3 2  . 5 9 1  ( 1 1 0 )  ?

0 .e8  1  81  .s41  (110)  (001)

0 .98  r .s6  .500 (110)  (001)

0 .98  2 .20  .M5 (110)  (oo '1 )

correlation with ion radius ratio'

In an attempt to obtain a hint at what lays at the bottom of this

difference in gliding behavior of different crystals built on the same

plan and ditrering only in the kinds of ions in their constitution, the

obvious course is to correlate all sorts of ion properties against

gliding behavior. Correlation tables, therefore, were prepared, and

it was found that the only fundamental ion propertv which showed

23 V. M. Goldschmidt, Geochemische Verteilungsgesetze der Elemente VII' Die

Gesetze der Krystallochemie. SkriJter utgi.tt a! Det Norshe videnshops-Ahademi i.

Oslo, L Mat.-Nat. Kl'asse,1926' No.2.
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any regular and gradational correlation was that of polarizability.
Following are the polarizabilities of the ions concerned.2l

ClrroNs
Pb++ 3.1 y16-zr.-.8 Te--
Rb+ 1 .91  (  

s - -
K+ 0 .85  , ,  I -
Na+ 0.21 ,,  Br-
Mg++ 0 . lZ  , ,  O- -

ct-
I

ANroxs
9 6 X102acm.3
7 .25 . l

6 . 28  . l

4 . 1 7  . l

3 . 1  t l

3 .05 t (

0 .99  . .

rt is immediateiy apparent from the table that crystals which glide
only on (001), i..e., altaite and galena, are composed of anions which
head the Iist and of cations which head the list. Crystals which
glide practically only along (110), .1.e., periclase, NaF and NaCl, are
composed of ions which foot the lists. Crystals which glide along
both (001) and (110) with nearly equal ease, i.e., the sodium and
potassium bro'mides and iodides, are composed of ions of inter-
mediate positions in the l ists. The correlation is brought out some-
what more forceably by the following table, in which the sums of
the polarizabilities of the cations and the polarizabilities of the
anions are compared with the planes of gliding. The table prepared
in this fashion tends to show that both ions have a share in concli-
tioning the gliding plane and the gliding ease.

Crvsrer, Suuor,PolanrzABrrrry Glrorpr,lxps
or,Born fons

PbTe
PbS
KI

NaI
KBr
RbCl

NaBr
KCI
NaCl
Mso
NaF

l2.7 Xl}a cm.3
10 .3  t l

7 . 1 3  . .

6 . 49  t l

5 .02 . .

4 . 9 6  4

4 3 9  t

3 .90  t l

3 . 2 6  t l

3 . 2  t l

1 . 2 0  4

(001)
(001)
(001) and (110)
(001) and (110)
(001) and (110)
?, and (110)
(001) and (110)
(001) and (110)
practically only (1 10)
practicaily only (1 10)
practically only (1 10)

.t !p

' s g

6 e

< d !€ ' -
b O :  _ Sq v .

r q : E

H . =  b n

o o P

o P
u ? o
3 . E
= e \
L C -

' ;  
d . :

d 9

E > < S

o Data for gliding on (100) is not available for RbCI.
2a From lland,buch iler Physih, Volume 24, Beilin, 1927, p. M9.
The value for doubly negative lead was not available but the approximate val'e

was kindly suppiied by Dr. B. E. Warren, of the Department of physics, Massachu-
setts rnstitute of rechnology, who had occasion to calculate it for other purposes
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The correlation shown in the table is conspicuously in harmony

with the experimental results. Thus, haloid for haloid, the potas-

sium salt precedes the sodium salt, and for either series, the se-

quence runs: iodide, bromide, chloride, fluoride, in harmony with

the experimental data collected.
Once the correlation between gliding and polarizability is es-

tablished, it is not difficult to find the explanation' An electric

field has a tendency to separate the positive nucleus from the nega-

tiveelectronshell of an ion. Polorizabil ity is the electric moment

repel each other less if their polarizabilities are high, and more so if

their polarizabilities are low. The property of polarizability in-

creases the attraction and decreases repulsion between ions as

usually calculated.
Now it has already been demonstrated that the cube plane is

smoother under all conditions than the dodecahedron plane,'pnd

since the unit gliding distance is the same regardless of the gliding

6 However see writer'$ n-ote at end.
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crystal composed of strongly polarizable ions becomes at least a
possible glide plane. when, as is doubtless the case with altaite and
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translation-gliding has taken place along (101), (011), (111), (011)

in the usual translation direction.

The explanation of the difference is again probably to be found

in polarizabitity. It would appear that the component ions of ga-

lena are so polarizable that the repulsion normally to be expected

with translation in the direction [001] on (100) is so largely miti-

gated that this mode of gliding is even easier than in the direction

[101 ]  on  (101 ) .

CONCLUSIONS

CoNcl-usroNs REGARDTNc NaCl-r-rrn Cnvsrar-s

The findings may be briefly summarized as follows: For crystals

of the NaCl-Iike structure, the translation direction, l, is deter-

mined by the densest rows of like-charged ions' The translation

plane, f, is a function both of ion radius ratio and of the polariz-

ubititi". of the constituent ions. Translation along (001) is asso-

ciated with high polarizabilities, translation along (110) with low

polarizabilitiesj with intermediate values both (001) and (110) may

iunction as translation-gliding planes under favorable conditions of

load.
It is interesting to observe that the translation-gliding direc-

tion is identical with the unit translation as used in the geometrical

crystal structure theory, provided the original lattice coordinates

are retained. The coordinates in practical use have been chosen

in such a way as to display the cubic symmetries' Retaining

original coordinates, the translation direction, unit translation'

direction of closest equivalent lattice points, and thus direction of

closest like charges, are identical.

ExrBNsrow or ConnBr,arroN To Ournn Cnvsrar-s

At the time of carrying on the research above detailed' the

following crystals were known to the writer for which there were

available both sufficiently critical translation-gliding and struc-
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nor need the line of charges be necessarily truly straight, but may
be very slightly zig-zig, etc.

Also, when the original research was carried out, the following
crystals were known to the writer for which the structural and
gliding data, while not complete, were of such a character as to
permit of partial28 correlation: chalcopyrite, ice, brucite, molyb_
denite, and graphite. Each of these .ryitul, fitted into the scheme
already proposed.

CoNcr.usroN ol a GBNBnar, NRrunB
fn the foregoing discussions of twenty-seven different crystal

species, the fact stands out clearly that the translation direction is
specific for a given structural arrangement. rrowever crystars of
the same structural arrangement may otherwise difier fiom one
another in properties, they all have the same transration direction
in common' rn analyzing the various structures for the cause of this
uniqueness, it has been pointed out that in each case the translation

has been used to advantage in explaining residual rays and the co-
hesive forces in crystals.

Two portions of a crystal may relinquish their mutual, normal
configuration upon application of sufficient stress, and regain a
new, but equivalent, normal configuration provided the alteration
pursues a path which allows them to retain cohesion. rf cohesion is

actual translation direction. For all available data, this unique
path has been shown to be connected with paths of closest like_ions,
assuming the leptons to be ions, and other paths have been shown

2s Thus, in crystals, for which ? is known, but I unknown except that it exists
as three equivalent directions in ?, the correration was regarded as established if
the three theoretical directions, l, dutermined a theoretical ? which was identical
with the actual T.
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the crystal structures considered.
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